
  
 

 

MARKETS 
 
Many investors will remember August 2015 and the significant falls across global 
equity markets that were prompted by a devaluation in China’s currency and on 
liquidity concerns. Thankfully August this year has proved to be much calmer and has 
continued to see equity markets in positive territory. 
 
Looking at markets more closely, Emerging Markets, particularly the Chinese and Asian 
markets, have continued their strong recovery this year with another good month 
(MSCI Emerging Markets +3.89%); developed markets still provided solid growth (S&P 
500 +1.44% and FTSE 100 +1.67%). 
 
The positive global equity message has been reflected in our portfolios with August 
building on the positive returns from July, both in absolute terms and relative to our 
benchmarks. Over the year we are still somewhat being overshadowed by the strength 
of the Gilt market, made worse by the Chancellor’s recent base rate reduction to 
0.25% and additional (stimulus) bond purchasing programme. For a long term investor 
we consider Gilts to be desperately overvalued and we do not want to over commit for 
our investors. 
 
HALF YEARLY STATEMENTS 
 
You will shortly receive our half yearly commentary and report as at the end of June. 
We apologise for the delay in issuing these which is due to an issue with the data 
transfer at Pershing. This relates to the Earnings account for investors receiving income 
and the report incorrectly showing a large minus percentage figure even though no 
monies are retained within the Earnings account (having been paid out each month). 
 
Rather than delay the reports any longer, we have instructed Pershing to issue these 
and so please disregard the percentage return for the income element, which will be 
removed for the December report. The percentage figures for the portfolio are stated 
correctly and please note also that values will now be higher, reflecting the move in 
financial markets since the end of June. 
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